In 2008, President Bruce Benson charged the President’s Task Force on Efficiency (PTFE) to identify APSs and procedures that could be revised, simplified, eliminated or created, if needed, to improve the overall efficiency and effectiveness of the University. (System APSs – 210; Pages of Policies – 650)

By March 2009, the number of system policies were reduced as a result of targeted policy recommendations made by the PTFE and ongoing policy cleanup that identified obsolete, out-of-date and duplicate policies. (System APSs – 138; Pages of Policies – 405)

Since 2009, the twice a year policy review has continued to focus on eliminating unnecessary policies, streamlining and simplifying policies which were not eliminated, including consolidating similar policies and moving policies that were more procedural to the appropriate fiscal or procurement procedures. (System APSs, as of October 4, 2017 – 88; Pages of Policies – 273)